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Foreword 

This book is the outgrowth of a research project on the formation of the Slavic 
National Languages which was granted by the Ford Foundation to the Depart-
ment of Slavic Languages and Literatures at Yale University ten years ago. 
While the other volumes issuing from this project dealt with political, cultural, 
and linguistic processes that led to the formation of the modern Slavic literary 
languages,' this volume has the more specific purpose of providing an insight in-
to the orthographic, grammatical, and lexicographical works which have over 
the ages contributed to the crystallization of a Slavic national consciousness, to 
the formation of the Slavic literary languages, and to the knowledge of the Slavic 
languages and dialects. It is precisely in these works that the rights to autonomy 
and literary status of the Slavic languages were articulated in the most eloquent 
and emphatic terms (particularly in the prefaces to the grammars and dictio-
naries), and that the distinctive as well as the common features of the Slavic lan-
guages were described in the most comprehensive and explicit form. 

In addition to contributing to a better understanding of the history of the 
Slavic literary languages, this volume is thus intended in the first place as a guide 
to the history of Slavic grammatical thought as reflected in the grammars and 
dictionaries that came from the desks of Slavic and non-Slavic scholars from 
about 1400 until about 1850. The cut-off date 1850 was suggested by the fact that 
most Slavic literary languages (except Byelorussian and Macedonian) were 
formed by then. For a bibliography of Slavic linguistic works written in the sec-
ond half of the 19th century the reader may consult a Selected Bibliography of 
Slavic Linguistics by E. Stankiewicz and D.Worth (2 vols., 1966; 1970), which in 
effect forms a companion piece of this volume. 

The original "National Languages" character of the project has also dictated 
the omission of works that deal with the historical elaboration of Church Sla-
vonic and with the attempts at artificial all-Slavic languages. For the older histo-
ry of the former, Jagic's Rassuzdenija juznoslavjanskoj i russkoj stariny o 
cerkovnoslavjanskom jazyke (1896) is still an unsurpassed source, whereas the 
works on the latter are easily available in an ever growing literature (particularly 
in works devoted to the most astute Panslavist and linguist of his time, Juraj Kri-
zanic). On the other hand, I have included works of either type (e.g., Zizanij, 
Berynda, Smotryc'kyj; Herkel, Majar), insofar as they affected the history of the 
Slavic national languages by either fostering or hampering their growth. I have 
also omitted works of secondary importance, especially in the case of languages 
with rich grammatical traditions (such as "azbukovniki", primers and school 
grammars), as well as dictionaries of exotic languages. But as the latter made 
their appearance fairly late (in the 18th and 19th centuries), they had little bear-
ing on the direction of Slavic grammatical thought. 
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In the annotations that follow the individual entries I have greatly profited 
from the books and monographs that have come out in recent years (for a list of 
these, see the attached Secondary Bibliography). None of these works, however, 
offers a survey of the linguistic traditions of all the Slavs, and their emphasis is 
not so much on this as on the formation of the Slavic literary languages. 

The most comprehensive work dealing with the study of language among the 
Slavs is still Jagic's outstanding Istorija slavjanskoj filologii (1910), though Jagic 
too treated the problems of language rather tangentially, i. e., within his broadly 
conceived conception of Slavic philology, a discipline that would encompass the 
cultural, ethnographic, and linguistic history of the Slavs. This emphasis on 
"Geistesgeschichte" accounts for the special attention he devoted to the foun-
ders of Slavic philology (such as Dobrovsky, Kopitar, Safarik, Vostokov, Vuk) 
and for the sketchy treatment accorded the earlier linguistic developments and 
traditions. Jagic, no doubt, also shared the nineteenth-century conviction that 
the true history of linguistics began with the discovery of historical-comparative 
grammar and, in the Slavic context, with the study of Old Church Slavonic and 
older texts. A broader approach to the questions of language is found in the 
book by B. Otwinowska, Jçzyk-Narôd-Kultura (1974), which is nevertheless cir-
cumscribed in time (the Renaissance) and in space (it covers only Poland). 

The many-sided study of the history of Slavic grammatical thought therefore 
remains to be done, and this bibliography is offered as a limited but indispen-
sable step toward this end. Since the development of language study among the 
Slavs has been largely ignored in Western linguistic historiography, it seems ap-
propriate at this point to indicate the main lines of that development and to 
show in what way it coincided with or diverged from the study of language in 
the West, and what it owes to it. 

The emergence of "a linguistic problem" of the Slavs was almost coterminous 
with their appearence on the historical arena. The activities of the Slavic Apos-
tles, Cyril and Methodius, posited from the very beginning the question of the 
equality of languages, of the admission of the vernacular in the Church, and of 
its right to a distinctive system of writing. The suppression of the Slavic liturgy in 
most Western Slavic lands did not thwart the aspirations of their peoples to cul-
tural and linguistic independence, but postponed their realization until a time 
when they would re-emerge in a new and more articulate form. That time came, 
as in Western Europe, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, which witnessed 
the formation of modern ethnic entities and states and of new national lan-
guages. 

It was during the Renaissance and Reformation that the supremacy of the 
Church and of universal Latin gave way to new forms of national and literary 
expression. But unlike the West, where the defense of the "living" vernaculars 
went hand in hand with the rejection of "dead" Latin,2 the Slavic peoples ad-
vanced the rights of their vernaculars in the name of a linguistic and cultural 
continuity and of a return to the original Slavic source. The work of the Slavic 
Apostles provided the model and inspiration for the translation of the Gospels 
into the new national languages, for their admission in secular and sacred af-
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fairs, as well as for the creation of new Slavic alphabets. It is in this spirit that the 
Emperor Charles IV established the Emmaus monastery in Prague with the help 
of the South Slavic "glagoljasi," that the Polish king Wladyslaw Jagiello intro-
duced the Slavic liturgy (na Kleparzu), and that Jan Hus and Adam Bohoric 
created their new Slavic alphabets in Latin letters. But it is above all the Bible 
translations, initiated by Protestants and Catholics alike, which fostered the 
equality of the Slavic languages with the three "holy" languages, and which be-
came the workshop in which the Slavic vernaculars acquired their flexibility and 
richness, and in which their modern literary norms were forged. Thus, some of 
the earliest and best Slavic grammars (Bohoric's of Slovene, J.Blahoslav's of 
Czech, Smotryc'kyj's of Church Slavonic, Chojanus' of Sorbían) made their ap-
pearance only in the wake of outstanding Bible translations (Dalmatin's in Slo-
venia, the Kralice Bible in Bohemia, the Ostrog Bible in the Ukraine, Jakubica's 
New Testament in Sorbia). Church Slavonic in one or another local form to-
gether with the Greek Orthodox Church remained, of course, the bond which 
would tie together all Orthodox Slavdom until the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Rather than foster a rupture between the modern Slavic languages 
and the older literary language of the Slavs, Slavic grammarians, historians and 
writers kept alive for centuries the memory of their common origin and patri-
mony, a memory that was confirmed by the identity of their name (slovënski) de-
spite the great diversity of local designations ( Wendic, Illyrian, Dalmatian, Pol-
ish, etc.). In asserting the autonomy of their languages vis-à-vis the languages of 
the West with their alleged provenience from "noble" classical languages (i. e. 
from Latin or from Greek), the Slavs created their own pedigrees that would re-
late them to Homer's Heneti or to the heirs of Alexander the Great, and they 
glorified their language as "famous" (from slava), "ancient," "generous," "holy" 
(in part because of its link to St. Jerome, the presumed translator of the Vulgate 
into Slavic) and "universal," inasmuch as it was spoken all the way from the 
Adriatic up to the White Sea. 

Just as they were eager to emphasize their continuity with the past, the Slavic 
writers and grammarians were also keen on pointing up their linguistic continui-
ty in space, viewing the individual Slavic languages as mere dialectal varieties of 
one ideal, supranational language. This view explains the recurrent comparisons 
drawn between Slavic and classical Greek (with its diverse literary dialects), 
which recur in the works of Slavic historians and grammarians beginning with 
St. Orzechowski and Jan Blahoslav up to Jernej Kopitar and Josef Dobrovsky. 

The greeting extended by Charles IV to the Serbian tsar Stefan Dusan (in 
1355) could well have served as the banner under which the Slavs would rally at 
various points in their history: eiusdem nobilis slavici idiomatisparticipatio, eius-
dem generosae linguae sublimitas.1 Unlike the nations in the West, which vied 
fiercely for the cultural priority and presumed natural superiority of their lan-
guages (reflected in the unending controversies between the Italians and the 
French or between the Florentines and the Northern Italians), the Slavs were 
the first to formulate a program of a "panslavic" community which was daily 
corroborated by the similarity of their customs, history, and languages. The 
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awareness of their linguistic affinity gave rise to such basically anachronistic 
schemes as Krizanic's attempt at a common Slavic language, or to such perva-
sive political and cultural movements as "Illyrianism" (among the Southern 
Slavs) and 'vzájemnost' ("reciprocity"), which were seriously entertained well 
into the beginning of the nineteenth century. It accounted, further, for the inti-
mate collaboration of Slavic scholars of various countries and creeds (e. g. be-
tween Dobrovsky and Kopitar, between Kopitar and Vuk) and ultimately for 
Vuk's successful effort in unifying the Croats and Serbs under a common liter-
ary language. 

The sentiment of linguistic and cultural unity also left a permanent mark on 
the quality of the Slavic grammars and dictionaries that were being produced 
with an eye to a broader, all-Slavic audience, and that borrowed from each other 
grammatical concepts, terms and everyday vocabulary. These borrowings not 
only enriched the lexical stocks of the individual languages, but deepened the 
sense of their unity and their actual similarity. 

The desire to go beyond the confines of one's own language is apparent in the 
earliest works of the Protestants (e. g. in Dalmatin's Register and in Bohoric's 
Slovene grammar [of 1584] which were destined for all Southern Slavs), and con-
tinues to inform the all-Slavic orientation of grammatical and lexicographic 
works as far as the eighteenth and nineteenth century (e.g. Linde's dictionary of 
Polish of 1807-14, which incorporates words from all Slavic languages). The in-
fluence these works exercised upon each other, both in content and style, can be 
traced across the map of the whole Slavic world ; e. g. Hus' influence on the Pol-
ish orthographic treatises of Parkosz and Zaborowski ; Vrancic's on the seven-
language dictionary of the Czech Loderecker; Rosa's and Loderecker's on the 
works of the Slovenian monk Pohlin ; Linde's contribution to the Czech dic-
tionary of Jungmann. The list of such intra- and inter-Slavic influences can be 
greatly extended, and they would themselves make an interesting subject of 
research. 

The quest for interdependence and unity, which shaped the cultural relations 
between the Slavs, and which was particularly intense among their minor na-
tions, was at the same time counteracted by the opposite tendency towards in-
dividuation and differentiation. This tug of centripetal and centrifugal forces, or 
what the French Slavist André Vaillant called the "attraction and repulsion" of 
the Slavic peoples, had important consequences also for Slavic grammatical the-
ory and practice. 

Works that stressed the primacy of their own languages over others began to 
make their appearance during the Counter Reformation, i. e., when the national, 
religious, and linguistic differences among the Slavic countries became more 
pronounced. The new patriotic attitude is already reflected in L.Górnicki's 
Dworzanin polski{1566), a work which was inspired by Castiglione's II Cortegia-
no, but which was adapted to the linguistic situation in Poland. In it the author 
gives not only the customary catalogue of Slavic nations, but promotes the cause 
of Polish vis-à-vis the other Slavic languages and Latin. He disapproves of the 
Polish fascination with Czech ("an effeminate language"), describes the South 
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Slavic languages as "pagan" (because of their contamination by Turkish), puts 
under question the intrinsic superiority of Russian (i.e., Russian Church Sla-
vonic), and pleads for wtasne polskie slowo ("one's own Polish word") in place of 
Latin borrowings. In a similar vein the Polish historian Kromer, the promulgator 
of the Sarmatian origin of the Poles, insists on the uniqueness and superiority of 
Polish. The Slavic languages, he claims, may all have sprung from a common 
source, but the passage of time has made them so different that their speakers 
"can hardly communicate with each other." According to J. Rybmski, the author 
of De linguarum in genere ... (1589), Polish is the queen of the Slavic languages, 
surpassing them in elegance and flexibility, although it has some sounds that are 
difficult for speakers of other languages. The Polonized Frenchman Mesgnien 
maintains (in his grammar of 1649) that Polish is the most constans et nobilissima 
lingua, while Jan Blahoslav (in 1570) ascribes such qualities only to Czech. The 
emphasis on the proprietates et idiotismi of their own Slavic language (V. Rosa), 
of its singular wiasnosci (Seklucjan) or svojstva (Smotryc'kyj) is a theme which 
appears with ever greater frequency in works of a linguistic and political charac-
ter. Of particular interest is here Rosa's encomium of the Czech language (in the 
preface to his grammar of 1672) as one that is endowed with venustas et nervosi-
tas, with the greatest number of sounds, with a poetry based on quantitative 
meters (metrice, not ritmice), with the richest system of verbal aspects and an 
opulence of diminutives and derived nouns (varietas nominum). The recurring 
apologias for one's native language were not merely exercises in self-satisfac-
tion, but often had the more pressing purpose of fending off the encroachments 
of other, more powerful Slavic languages. Such a motivation was obviously be-
hind Smotryc'kyj's grammar, which defended the position of Church Slavonic, 
the language of Orthodoxy, in the face of the Union and Polish political expan-
sion. The striving towards national self-determination under the umbrella of 
Slavic cultural unity received the most poignant expression in the program of 
the Ukrainian Fraternity of Cyril and Methodius (in 1846): „We declare," it stat-
ed, "that all Slavs should unite ... But in such a way that each nation build its 
own republic and be governed separately so that each nation have its own lan-
guage, literature and social order."4 All these efforts and declarations could not 
but drive home the point that amidst their similarity the Slavic languages exhibit 
great dissimilarities and that they have largely developed along different histori-
cal paths. Such a conclusion must have imposed itself above all upon a long line 
of authors (such as Hus, Zaborowski, Bohoric, Krizanic, Budinic, Belostenec, 
Vuk, and Gaj) who embarked on reforms of the Slavic alphabets, an activity that 
presupposed a subtle understanding of their underlying phonemic systems and 
an awareness of their distinction from other languages or older stages of their 
own language. The tendency to compare the various phases of a language and 
the need to state the distinctive traits of their dialects or languages with relation 
to other Slavic and non-Slavic languages (in particular Latin) sharpened the 
comparative outlook of the Slavs and laid the groundwork for a Slavic linguistic 
typology long before the advent of the modern science of language and of the 
comparative-historical method. 
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Another important aspect of the Slavic grammatical and lexicographical tra-
dition is its relation to the linguistic thought of the West. Western linguistic influ-
ences on the Slavs can be traced back to the fifteenth century when the teachings 
of the Modistae worked their way into the university curriculum (at Cracow), 
and they persisted uninterruptedly throughout the following centuries. The 
Slavic authors were keenly aware of the linguistic controversies in the West (as 
in the above-mentioned work of Górnicki), while some of their grammarians 
were in personal contact with the most outstanding Humanists of Europe (e. g., 
Bohoric's apprenticeship to Melanchthon and Maczynski's to Bibliander). Eras-
mus's ideas penetrated many philological works and gave a decisive impetus to 
Slavic paroemiology, which was treated as the most palpable expression of the 
"genius" of a given language (cf. the vast number of proverbs in the dictionaries 
of M^czyñski, Megiser and Knapski).5 In addition to the ubiquitous Priscian 
and Donatus, the Slavs early became acquainted with and profited from the 
works of the leading Renaissance grammarians and lexicographers of the West, 
such as Laskaris, Alvarez, R. Estienne, Calepinus, Pomey and Dasypodius. In 
the seventeenth century Western Europe itself acquired an intense and almost 
insatiable interest in the Slavic languages and antiquities and in the hitherto un-
accessible linguistic riches of Russia, attracting to this study such eminent poly-
maths and linguists as Leibniz, Sparvenfeld, Hiob Ludolf, La Croze and Eck-
hart. This interest found a sympathetic response and financial patronage on the 
part of Peter I and Catherine the Great, leading to such gigantic linguistic enter-
prises as the catalogues of all languages produced by Pallas and Jankoviè de Mi-
rievo. Pointless as they might have subsequently appeared, these ventures led to 
a vast expansion of the linguistic horizons. The eighteenth century taste for "ra-
tional" and "universal" grammars found an equally sympathetic echo in Poland 
and in Russia, which actively participated in the advance, as well as demise, of 
this tradition through the works of such authors as Kopczynski, Lomonosov, 
Jazvickij, Kurganov, Maudru, Becker and many others. The nineteenth-century 
discovery of the comparative method finally put Slavic philology on an equal 
footing with Western linguistic scholarship. 

The study of the Slavic languages owes a special debt to the foreign scholars 
who settled in the Slavic countries and acquired first-hand knowledge of their 
languages and cultures. It is striking that the first grammars and dictionaries of 
the major Slavic languages were written by Western travellers and scholars, such 
as Stojeñski (Statorius) and Mesgnien in Poland, and W.Ludolf, Groening, 
Sparvenfeld and Schlözer in Russia. No less important was the contribution of 
foreigners to the advancement of the South Slavic languages, sponsored in part 
by the Protestants and in part by the Roman Curia. Thus the great polyglot Me-
giser placed Slovene in the company of the most prestigious languages of Eu-
rope (in his quadrilingual dictionary of 1592), whereas the Italian Jesuits J. Mi-
caglia (Mikalja) and Delia Bella promoted the linguistic stature of Bosnian as 
the most "universal" and "beautiful" dialect of the Southern Slavs, thereby pre-
paring the ground for Vuk's selection of jekavian stokavian as the norm of the 
modern Serbo-Croatian literary language. 
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Slavic philology is also indebted to those Hebrew grammarians who left us 
the oldest (11th to 13th centuries) glosses and grammatical descriptions of 
K'naanic, the Slavic language of medieval East European Jewry.6 J. Schröpfer 
was no doubt right in assuming that Hus's use of diacritic marks was inspired 
by the Jewish practice of rendering in Hebrew the Slavic palatal consonants.7 

The Jews who inspired Hus's reform were clearly the same Jews who lived in 
the Bohemian milieu and who were largely supportive of the Hussite cause. 

It is finally my pleasure to thank all those who contributed to the advance of 
this work. Foremost thanks are due to the former and present graduate students 
at Yale who participated in the various stages of the project: to Micaela 
S. Iovine, who verified and completed the Bulgarian section, and to Jack Schrei-
ber and Susanne Fusso, who helped throughout with the technical aspects of 
the work. The latter has prepared most of the Secondary Bibliography. Dr. Olga 
Nedeljkovic was helpful at the initial stage of the research. 

This project could not have been completed without the help of some Polish 
scholars and the support of IREX, which sponsored a collaborative project of 
the Yale Slavic Department and the University of Katowice on the history of 
Slavic grammatical thought. Although this project never got off the ground, it 
enabled me to visit Poland on several occasions, to consult there some primary 
sources and to profit from the help and advice of the following colleagues: 
Dr.M.Basaj, Dr. W. Kryzia, Prof. K.Polañski, Ms. M. Turkowska, Dr.W.Wit-
kowski, and Dr.J.Zieniukowa. Prof. Polanski prepared the Sorbían section 
which appears here in a shortened and modified form. Dr. J.Jerkovic of Bel-
grade was kind enough to check the Serbian section. To all of them I express 
here my sincere thanks. 
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List of Abbreviations 

C.M.S. Casopis Macicy serbskeje, Budysin. 
ISL Institut za serbski ludospyt, Budysin. 
IzvORJaS Izvestija Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti Akademii nauk, 

Moscow. 
IzvRA Izvestija Rossijskoj akademii, St. Petersburg. 
LMS Letopis Matice slovenske, Ljubljana. 
SORJaS Sbornik Otdelenija russkogo jazyka i slovesnosti, St. Petersburg-Le-

ningrad. 
TO RLS Trudy Obscestva ljubitelej rossijskoj slovesnosti, St. Petersburg. 

Bulg Bulgarien 
Cro Croatian 
Cz Czech 
Pol Polish 

Rus Russian 
Slvk Slovak 
Slvn Slovene 
Sor Sorbían 
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Czech Grammars 

15th Century 

Hus, Jan, De Orthographia Bohémica, MS, ca. 1410. 
Pathbreaking treatise on Czech orthography that became in time a model 

(with various modifications) for all non-Orthodox Slavs. Hus replaced the me-
dieval system of digraphs with one of diacritics, among which the dot (later re-
placed by a hácek) marked the palatals ή, (, f , c, z, s and l(=l) and an acute ac-
cent (càrka) the long vowels ά, ό, ú, í, ié. Hus' distinction of i/y and l/l was being 
lost even in his own time. 

16th Century 

[Anon.], Kràtké nauëenj obogj feci, cesky a nëmecky uciti se cjstiy mluwiti, cechùm 
nëmecky, a nëmcùm cesky... Zpráwa o wlasnosti nëkterych liter, kterak by w obogj 
feci auplnë wysloweny byti magj, Plzeñ, 1531 ; many later editions. 

A comparison of Czech and German pronunciation, with special attention 
paid to Czech vowel quantity. Shows preference for colloquial forms. Includes 
Czech and German dialogues. 

Optât, Benes; Gzell, Petr; and Philomathes, Václav, Grämatyka Czeská w dwogij 
strànce. Orthographia przedkem, kterâz vcij ceskú fee pràwë a wlastnëpsátiy cijsti. 
Etymologia potom—, Nàmëst', 1533,1588,1643; Nuremberg, 1543. 

A two-part grammar written in connection with the Czech translation of the 
New Testament. Part I (orthography) distinguishes i and y, hard and soft conso-
nants, but treats uo and ie as antiquated. Includes lengthy section on punctua-
tion, with examples. Part II (etymology), written in Latin with Czech examples, 
discusses the Czech parts of speech and their grammatical categories. 

Republished by I. Hradil and J. Jireöek, Vienna, 1857. Critical edition and fac-
similes of 1533 and 1588 in G.Freidhof, Grammatyka ceská: die Ausgaben von 
1533 und 1588/Benes Optât, Petr Gzel, Václav Philomates ( = Specimina Philolo-
giae Slavicae, 7), Frankfurt am Main-Munich, 1974. 

Optât, Benes, Isagogicon genzgestprwnij uwedení kazdému pocínagijcymu se uci-
ti, Námést', 1535,1548,1588. 

A handbook on spelling and pronunciation. The pronunciation of individual 
sounds is discussed in the introduction. 
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[Anon.], Slabikár czesky a ginych nábozenstwijpocátkowé: Kterymzto wëcem Dijt-
ky Krestianské hned zmladosti uceny byti magij, [Prostëjov], 1547. 

The first printed slabikár, or primer, used to teach spelling and reading. The 
introduction contains the alphabet followed by a scheme of syllabification. The 
bulk of the work consists of prayers and other religious texts. 

Kolin, Matèj, Elementarius libellus in lingua latina et boiemica pro novellis scho-
lasticis. Knjzka zaczatkùw w gazyku Latinskím a Czesckim pro nowé ziácky, 
Prague, 1552. 

A handbook of Czech orthography and pronunciation supplemented with ex-
amples of inflections. Offers a noteworthy Czech translation of Latin grammati-
cal terms. 

Klatovsky, Ondrej, Knyzka w ceském a nëmeckém gazyku slozená kterakby Czech 
nêmecky a Nêmec cesky cjsti, psâti a mluwiti uciti se mël, Prague, 1567. 

A Czech-German grammar with 42 conversations. The grammar covers or-
thography, pronunciation and inflection. Contains information on dialectal dif-
ferences. 

Blahoslav, Jan, Grammatika ceská, MS, 1571 ; Vienna, 1857, xii + 390 pp. 
A two-part grammar by the archivist of the Czech Brethren whose purpose 

was to elevate the status of Czech and to provide preachers with an authoritative 
reference work. Part I is on the "Rules of Exemplary Style and Phraseology in 
General," which is in fact a commentary on Optât and Gzell's grammar of 1533. 
Part II is "On Metaphor," in which B. expresses his admiration for the written 
(spisovny) language and praises his native Czech for its power, flexibility and 
subtlety. An appendix (De dialectis) contains valuable information on Czech dia-
lects (especially of Silesia and Moravia) and a comparison of Czech with other 
Slavic languages. 

Benesovsky, Matous, Grammatica bohémica, studiosis eius linguae utilissima, 
t.j. Gramatika ceská milovníküm téhozjazyku velmi uzitecná, Prague, 1577. 

B.'s two-part grammar represents no advance over that of Optât and Gzell 
(1533); Blahoslav's Grammatika ceská (1571) was unknown to him. The preface 
contains a dedication to Emperor Rudolph II and an excursus on the impor-
tance of the Slavic languages and on their relationship to each other. 

Part I surveys the inflection of nouns and adjectives, the comparison of adjec-
tives, the formation of diminutives and the governance of prepositions. Part II 
discusses the verbal categories and classes of verbs. Provides no explanations or 
commentary; the exposition is brief and superficial. Contains an appendix with 
verse translations of several psalms. 
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17th Century 

Benedikti, Vavrinec [Laurentius Benedicti, Benedict, Benedykt with surname 
Nudozerinus, Nudozerinus, Nudozersky, Nedozersky], Grammaticae Bohemi-
cae ad Leges Naturalis Methodi Conformatae ... Libri Duo, Prague, 1603. 

The first normative Czech grammar, modelled after the Latin grammar of Pe-
ter Ramus and composed with the help of Daniel Adam ζ Veleslavina. 

Parti (De etymologia) includes sections on pronunciation, declension and 
conjugation. Part i i (De syntaxi) comprises chapters on agreement, the use of 
cases, and elliptical constructions. Provides information on Moravian and Slo-
vak dialects and gives examples from the Kralice Bible. 

Drachovsky, Jan, Grammatica boëmica in V. libros divisa, Olomouc, 1660. 
Modelled on Latin handbooks, this grammar discusses the inflected and non-

inflected parts of speech, orthography and quantity. Sets up three verb conjuga-
tions and analyzes governance. The final section deals with vowel quantity and 
recommends the use of quantitative meter. 

Konstanc, Jin [Constantius, Gregorius], Lima lingue bohemice to gest brus gazy-
ka ceského neb spis o pooprawenj a naostrenj feci ceské, Prague, 1667. 

A grammar in Latin and Czech. Nouns are divided into five and verbs into 
three form-classes. Contains discussion of derivation and compounding and re-
marks on archaisms and loanwords. The section on syntax deals mainly with the 
governance of prepositions. Vowel quantity, orthography, and punctuation are 
treated under prosody. 

Steyer, Matëj Vaclav, [Stejer], Wybomë dobry zpûsob gak se mâ dobre po cesku 
psâti neb tisknauti, wytazeny ζ ceské bibli, kterâ na nëkolik dilù rozdëlena a wykla-
dy po krajich polozenymi wyswétlena bywsi mezi nekatolickymi gest u weliké waz-
nosti..., Prague, 1668,1730,1781. 

A handbook in the form of dialogues between a teacher and a pupil. Reflects 
the contemporary spoken language. Relies on examples from the Kralice Bible 
(1579-1593). Also known as Zácek. 

Rosa, Václav Jan, Czechorecnost, seu Grammatica linguae bohemicae quatuor 
partibus orthographia, etymologia, syntaxi et prosodia constans, Prague, 1672. 

A four-part grammar written in Latin. The first of two Forewords defends and 
praises Czech and stresses the importance of the relationship of Czech to other 
Slavic languages (R. identifies Slovak completely with Czech). The second Fore-
word provides instructions for foreigners on how to learn Czech. 

The section on orthography covers spelling rules (e.g., / after c, s, z, r) and 
pronunciation. The section on "etymology" discusses six nominal declensions 
(with the dual treated as a vestigial category), the verbal categories and deriva-
tion, including diminutives. The syntax deals with word order, government and 
agreement. The prosody advocates the use of quantitative meters and includes a 
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discussion of orthography and consonant alternations. R.'s purism leads him to 
coin many neologisms which never entered the language. 

R. was also the author of an unpublished dictionary (Thesaurus linguae bo-
hemicae) which was utilized by Jungmann. 

[Anon.], Prima principia linguae bohemicae, Prague, 1678,1783. 
A grammar in three sections covering inflection, syntax and orthography. 

Nouns are divided into five declensions and verbs into three conjugations. The 
treatment of the verbal categories is based on Latin. The syntax treats word or-
der, governance of verbs and prepositions. 

18th Century 

Jandyt, Václav [Jandit], Grammatica linguae boëmicae methodo facili, Prague, 
1704,1705; many later editions. 

A grammar in four parts. Part I (orthography) gives rules for the use of punc-
tuation, diacritics and vowel length. Part II ("etymology") discusses the parts of 
speech. Part III (syntax) includes phraseology and derivation. Part IV (prosody) 
illustrates the use of quantitative meters. 

[Anon], Alphabetum boëmicum in quo singularum litterarum proprietates nova et 
facili methodo proponuntur et per collectas de orthographia boëmica observationes, 
Prague, 1718. 

Discusses the pronunciation of Czech sounds in comparison with Latin and 
German. Czech vowel quantity is illustrated by minimal pairs. 

Dolezal, Pavel, Sama ucicí abeceda a tak sporádany slabikár, Bratislava, 1742, 
1756. 

A versified and illustrated textbook of Czech for children drawn from 
Komensky. 

, Orthographia bohemo-slavicaperspicuis ac maxime necessariis regulis a quo-
dam magni nominis viro dim explicata [nunc vero in usum juventutis scholasticae 
omniumque linguae slavicae cultorum diligenter revisa et in lucem edita], η.pp., 
1742. 

, Grammatica slavico-bohemica, in qua praeter alia ratio accuratae scriptionis 
et flexionis, quae in hac lingua magnis difficultatibus laborat, ex genuinis funda-
mentis demonstratur ut et discrimen inter dialectum bohemorum et cultiorum sla-
vorum in Hungaria insinuaturcum appendice ..., Bratislava, 1746. 

[Anon.], Elementa linguae slavo-bohemicae, Levoca, 1752. 

[Anon.], Zácek skolpoloznych neb kràtky zpùsob, ktérak ditky znâmky znâti, ipo-
rádné skládati, a dobre cesky cisti se uciti maji, Prague, 1755. 
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Pohl, Jan Václav, Grammatica linguae bohemicae oder die böhmische Sprach-
kunst bestehend in vier Theilen, Vienna-Prague-Trieste, 1756; many later edi-
tions. 

A four-part grammar (orthography, inflection, syntax, prosody) written in 
German by one of the foremost linguistic purists of the period. Also contains 
26 dialogues and a thematically arranged dictionary of ca. 1600 entries. The 
work is mostly derived from Rosa. 

[Anon.], Kràtkà prawidla k Latinské Rzecigakoz taképfilozená nëkterà Pozname-
nánj na Czeskau Slowárnu k prospëchu sskol w kraginâch Domu Rakauského ... 
wyhotowenâ. Djl Prwnj, Prague, 1764; many later editions. 

A grammar of Latin which includes a survey of Czech inflected parts of 
speech. 

Pohl, Jan Václav, Neuverbesserte böhmische Grammatik, Vienna, 1773. 
A revised version of P.'s 1756 grammar with an expanded section on prosody 

and an enlarged dictionary. 

Rozenthaler, Josef, Opella in septem capita distincta, quibus errorum, qui in bo-
hémica scriptione, tum in typo fiunt caussae expanduntur, et per lectas de orthogra-
phia et etymologia bohémica observationes, Prague, 1779. 

A manual on writing and pronunciation which recommends adherence to the 
spoken language (although it observes such graphic distinctions as i and y). 

, Orthographia ceská aneb naucenj, gak se má dobre cesky psát, Prague, 1780, 
1793,1810. 

An orthographic handbook with separate sections on the use of long and 
short vowels, syllabification and punctuation. 

, Hwëzdicka pjsare k dobrému psanj ceskému wedaucy ku prospëchu sskol ce-
skych wydana, Prague, 1781. 

A shorter Czech version of R.'s Latin Opella in septem capita .... 

Tomsa, Franz, Böhmische Sprachlehre, Prague, 1782. 
Discusses the pronunciation of Czech, the writing of i and y, and the role of 

quantitative and consonant alternations. Incorporates material on inflection 
from Dolezal's grammar of 1746. Distinguishes three declensions on the basis of 
gender and six conjugations on the basis of the infinitive. Discusses the useful-
ness of German caiques. The book gives a fairly faithful picture of the contem-
porary language. 

Petrmann, Jiri, Cechorecnost tauz Recj mlauwycym slozenà a we dwauch djljch ob-
sazená, totiz: w dobropjsebnosti a zpëwomluwnosti, Bratislava, 1783. 

Discussion of the sounds and orthography of Czech. The section on prosody 
covers rhyme and the rules of Czech quantitative meters. 


